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An interesting feature of the majority of research in the field of state-public management education is the assumption that public participation in the management of education necessarily involves the creation and operation of certain organizational structures. It seems to us, in addition merit and procedures of management, the very nature of managerial decision making. If we take into account the development of interactive information technologies, opportunities for involving citizens in the design of management decisions becomes much more. It is reasonable to raise the question about the possibility of a special adaptation of the practice of managerial solutions to the peculiarities of the functioning of an open information field. To some extent, this issue is discussed in the framework of crowdsourcing technologies to enable a new level to consider public-public administration as a whole.
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The position on state-and-public nature of education management in the Russian Federation was first registered in educational legislation in 1992 when the RF Law “On Education” was adopted. Without mentioning the mechanisms of these legislative provisions in details, the law, however, set the basis for the emergence of a set of new management practices in the educational system. Recent researches allow us to talk about a developing pattern of management which ensures its state-and-public character.

Among such researches are those by V.I. Bochkarev on school self-government and general conceptual approaches to state-and-public management of education (Bochkarev 1998, 2003), T.A. Stepanova on attracting the society to the mechanisms of evaluation of education quality (Stepanova 2003), E.V. Pereslavtseva on separation of the levels...

The assumption of the fact, that public participation in education management necessarily involves formation and functioning of certain organizational structures such as guardian councils and governing boards, commissions on evaluation of education quality with public experts’ participation, school self-government bodies, various coordination structures ensuring interaction between state and public organizations, is an interesting distinctive feature of most researches in the sphere of state-and-public education management. It seems to us that management procedures and nature of managerial decision making proper are also worth paying attention to. Their initial preparation, the citizens’ involvement in the discussion of managerial decision making projects, working out of general and uncoordinated positions, search for consensus, verification of the decisions made in practice, and their correction can be viewed as a specific object of the research. The process of engaging the society in routine and seemingly very private management procedures can not only improve the quality of preparation of these decisions but also ensure the necessary number of supporters of these decisions and their subsequent implementation. This enables to ensure a high level of decision making when implementing innovative practices (Patarakin, Iarmakhov, Burov 2012).

At the same time engagement of the society in making managerial decisions shouldn’t be considered a good wish to the administrative education authorities’ activities only. It’s natural that modern opportunities of information and communication technologies, availability of the education management bodies’ sites, and special resources for the discussion of administrative documents can become a good tool of the governing bodies’ information transparency. However, the information transparency by itself should be considered only as a necessary condition of state-and-public education management (Val’dman 2010).

Posting of documents in the open informational space does not guarantee the public participation in their discussion and revision due to the following facts:

- These documents are, as a rule, written in sophisticated formal language which has been formed within the decades of the administrative management system and complies with the general regulations of administrative work;
- The documents by themselves do not set the context of their adoption, original orders, discussions and conclusions; they contain only defined norms, logically related to other documents which are not presented to the participants of public discussions;
- The nature of the interaction of the participants of an open information field more likely presupposes the discussion of fragmentary simple abstracts rather than extensive complex documents.
Nevertheless, if we take into account the development of interactive information technologies, we can state that the opportunities for engagement of the public in managerial decisions design are getting significantly numerous. It is reasonable to put a question of a special adaptation of the practice of managerial decisions design for the peculiarities of an open information field’s functioning. To some extent this issue is discussed within the framework of crowd sourcing technology which enables to consider state-and-public management on the whole on a new level. A number of authors convincingly show the advantages of crowd sourcing over conventional expert systems of managerial decisions preparation (Howe 2012; Noveck 2012; Surowiecki 2007). The same issues are viewed upon by the Russian applied researches (Burov, Patarakin, Yarmakhov 2011, 2012). Also there have been recent domestic theoretical researches stating the prospects of using crowd sourcing in the state administration practice (Dzhegutanov 2012).

It is important to note that a certain number of crowd sourcing projects in the field of lawmaking have been implemented in Russia by the present. An overview of these projects and methodologies is given in R.V. Parfenov’s research (Parfenov 2013).

Analyzing the works mentioned, we can single out the following additional opportunities and characteristic features this technology provides for taking qualitative managerial decisions:

- A considerable number of the participants, who expertise the projects of managerial decisions, make such expertise occasionally more objective than if it had been made by a narrow circle of qualified experts.
- Interaction of the participants of the managerial decisions discussion encourages them to specify the managerial decisions content, form new ideas and mechanisms of their implementation.
- In contrast to other participants more active participants of the discussion have weightier judgments. It makes it possible to regard their opinion as more significant and thus stimulate the other participants’ activity level.
- Crowd sourcing helps to maintain high motivation and engage the participants of the discussion in a subsequent activity in accordance with the managerial decisions designed.

Traditional mechanisms of taking managerial decisions do not have such opportunities. And taking into account a considerable scale of the education system, it should be assumed that the use of such technologies in education can turn out to be very promising.

A joint cooperation of WikiVote company and Moscow State Pedagogical University in organization of the discussion of the issue that an essay should be reintroduced to school practice as some new procedure of the senior (grades 10-11) students’ attestation. At that it is important to emphasize that this project was not our first project to engage the public in managerial decision making.

Prior to this we implemented the project on public discussion of “On Education in the Russian Federation” draft law. This project started in July 28, 2011, lasted till January 10, 2013 and involved 5876 experts who wrote 458 author’s versions of the draft law’s norms (Parfenov 2013; Patarakin, Yarmakhov, Burov 2012).

Basing on the mentioned above practice of the project work, it can be told about a developing pilot methodology of organizing public discussion and collective elaboration of managerial decisions.
This methodology can be presented as a set of subsequent steps, combined in the several stages described below.

**Stage 0. Emergence of public initiative**

The process of the initiative emergence is not currently covered by the methodology under consideration as this methodology regards the initial version of the public initiative to be input data. Some resonance order of the country’s leaders, the government’s or agency’s proposal, idea accepted by the public group can be viewed as the initiative. The principal aspect here is availability of wide public resonance towards the formulated proposals. The more uncertain, incomplete and problematic the wording seems to be, the more probable it is to arouse the public opinion and engage non-indifferent citizens in the discussion of the issue.

At that we do not talk about the citizens’ professional membership. It should be assumed that the problems of education are mostly discussed by those who are employed in the sphere of education. However, taking into account a principal fuzziness of the education boundaries it seems to us that in our case it is much more important to rely on people, able to air interesting proposals, wishes, critical objections or new ideas than to translate some hard-line professional attitude.

In the long term online organization of this stage, and namely of an initiative generation from some complex of relatively random public opinions, seems possible.

**Stage 1. Launch of public consultations on the initiative**

The methodology implies that the initiative by itself is issued in the form of some initial conceptual document and based on the support of some community, suggesting a starting conception for further development of public consultations.

Preparation of such conceptual document in each certain case is individual. This process depends on the content of the initiative, the way it is formulated, the volume and the degree of specification.

In case of reintroducing a final essay the preparation was the following: They developed a document with the enumeration of stages the essay to be reintroduced, gave a short but capacious description of these changes and later posted on sochinenie.wikivote.ru site. As the initiative was originally targeted at the pupils’ coping with the “philology” educational field at least, the developers of the original conception were outstanding teachers, scholars and practitioners (the authors’ teams). Availability of such a team further resulted in the trust of the participants of the discussion to the suggested conception. It differs from the situation when its authors were a group of officials.

From the moment the initiative is posted on the site it is revised by the open community. Anonymous users are not allowed to this work, their registration on the project’s site is obligatory for everybody. A fundamentally important point here is to inform the community about the tasks of the stage the right way and competently organize the citizens’ involvement. Teachers, representatives of the parent community, other concerned citizens are invited to the discussion. To do this the bloggers, journalists and the authors themselves post corresponding invitations in such social networks as Twitter, Facebook, VKontakte (ВКонтакте), LiveJournal.

The community is assigned the following tasks:

1. To evaluate the wordings of the public initiative. It is achieved by realization of the tools of the description of problems of certain conceptual provisions as well as of the collection.
of proposals on the identified problems on the site. Conceptual provisions are divided into separate blocks, convenient and clear for the discussion and commentaries.

2. To suggest own alternative conceptions on the order of reintroduction of essay to school practice. Within the framework of the revision of the reintroduction of a final essay conception the team of authors, who worked out the original variant of the conception, was sent the alternative conceptions which were posted in a separate block of the site. In the future the possibility of a separate block in similar projects can be considered. The experts can post the alternative variants of realization of initially stated public initiative on the site themselves.

3. To compare and argumentatively evaluate the original wording of the conception of reintroducing the essay and the proposed alternative conceptions. To be posted as the alternative conceptions these conceptions can be subject to prior evaluation and revision by the organizers of the discussion. This will make it possible to bring all these proposals into the formats comparable with one another.

The site provides the possibility to formulate pros and cons of each alternative conception.

The results of this stage are:
1. A comprehensive evaluation of the original conception of the initiative implementation, including a complex evaluation of risks and possible ways of their minimization.
2. Possible alternative conceptions of the initiative implementation.
3. A comparative analysis of the alternatives.

The work at this stage can be presented in the form of the scheme (Fig. 1).

**Stage 2: Working out of an integrative variant of the initiative implementation (offline)**

The development of an integrative variant of the initiative implementation is carried out without the use of Internet resources in the framework of the activity of the working group with experts among whom there can be the representatives of the authors, experts on the part of the state regulator, other independent experts.
The conception of reintroducing a final essay serves an example of working out of an integrative variant of the conception by the working group of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation who took into account the results of sochinenie.wikivote.ru site. An integrative conception should contain the description of possible forks significant for implementation of the initial idea. The forks become a part of the general conception on the basis of transformation and considering all the alternatives, suggested at the previous stage. It makes it possible to formulate the task for the community’s subsequent discussion. It is formulated as working out of the conception according to the principle of choosing an optimal way within the existing forks.

In the long term perspective to develop such a transforming conception it seems appropriate to consider the issue of forming a special expert team to work out this document. The most active participants of the Internet discussion should be also engaged in this activity.

Stage 3. Revision of a final variant of the initiative

The conception variant, worked out by the team of experts, is posted on the Internet-site for the variant’s further evaluation and revision.

The logic of work with it is patterned according to the following scheme (Fig. 2).

1. The project’s expert community can choose one of the forks (alternatives) by voting and introduce it to the text of an integrative variant of the initiative implementation.

Examples of the alternatives of a final conception from sochinenie.wikivote.ru site:

2 possible approaches to the status of the bank of essay topics:
1. Creation of a closed bank of the essay topics for the pupils;
2. Creation of an open bank of the essay topics.

3 possible approaches to the organization of marking the essays:
1. An essay marked by a special independent commission;
2. An essay is marked by a specially invited independent expert who is not a teacher;
3. An essay is marked by a school commission.

3. The participants describe possible problems of implementation of certain provisions of the public initiative.

4. The participants suggest the solutions of the problems revealed.

The results of this stage are the following:
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Stage 4. Public expertise of the normative document on the basis of the conception developed

Stage 3 results in the formation of a document or several documents that legally register the implementation of a final variant of the public initiative. The type of the document (a law, a decree, an order, etc.) is defined in accordance with the legislation requirements and the level (federal, regional, municipal) the initiative refers to. The legal document mentioned is worked out by the specialists with legal qualification on the basis of a final conception, clearly defined and discussed.

The methodology of a legal document expertise can be illustrated by the following scheme (Fig. 3).

1. The text of a normative legal act is divided into minimal meaningful parts, containing legal norms – articles and paragraphs of the articles.

2. The text, divided this way, is posted on the open Internet-site. Then the work of the public experts (the participants registered in the system) is focused on semantically meaningful parts (articles or regulatory act items, as a rule).

3. The experts can perform the following actions in respect of the paragraphs:
   - To specify the appropriateness of the wording of legal norms of a final conception of the initiative implementation.
   - To add the description of the problems connected with a corresponding paragraph.
   - To discuss the problems and rank them according to their importance by voting.
   - To propose the solutions of the described problems in the form of own wordings of the corresponding articles and paragraphs.
   - To rank author’s wordings of the text, which solve the problems of the legal document.

The results of the legal document expertise are the following:
1. The list of problems of the normative-legal act;
2. Solutions of the problems identified;
3. The improved text of the document;
4. The participants suggest the solutions of the problems revealed.
4. The team of the most productive working experts, formed from among the participants of the discussion.

As it was mentioned above, in case it becomes possible to form an initial public initiative directly on the Internet space this methodology can be applied as a tool of updating the legal framework. Taking into account the logic of the emergence of such initiatives outside the education system, we can propose the following steps for subsequent testing of decision-making mechanism based on public opinions and proposals:

1. The registered participants suggest the wordings of the problems, requiring solutions, on the open Internet-site. The proposed problems are evaluated by the project’s participants according to the degree of their importance and relevance.

2. The project’s experts suggest various variants of solution of the problems considered to be the most urgent ones. Problem solutions are also ranked according to the degree of their quality and analysis.

3. The working teams are formed for the most rating pair, which is a “problem – solution” pair. They work out a detailed description of the public initiative on the problem solution. Such working teams can be formed from several parties concerned: the experts from state bodies, public associations; experts from the Internet-site including the authors’ of the formulated problem and its solutions and other participants, selected through a special procedure on the Internet-site.

Resulted from all this, the general logic of work with public initiatives can be shown in the scheme below (Fig. 4).

Thus, we assume that the reflection of the work done gives us grounds to talk about the prerequisites for working out of the integral technology ensuring public participation in taking managerial decisions both in the sphere of
education and social sphere in general. In what follows such a technological analysis will make it possible:

- to find acceptable variants of the implementation of public initiatives;
- to build an effective regulatory framework for the implementation of public initiatives;
- to evaluate possible problems on the way of implementing the initiatives;
- to find the ways of possible risks minimization.

It is vital to note that the described techniques enable to fully display the potential and improve the quality of the procedures of the citizens’ involvement in rule-making and managerial decision-making, stipulated by Russian legislation:

- Public expertise of regulatory legal acts (the Decree of the RF President No. 167 dated 09.02.2011, the Decree of the RF Government No. 159 dated 22.02.2012, the Decree of the RF Government No. 851 dated 25.08.2012).
- Evaluation of a regulatory impact of regulatory legal acts (the Decree of the RF President No. 601 dated 07.05.2012 No. 601, the Decree of the RF Government No. 1318 dated 17.12.2012);
- Anti-corruption expertise of regulatory legal acts (Federal law No. 172-FZ dated 17.07.2009, the Decree of the RF Government No. 96 dated 26.02.2010);
- Pedagogical expertise of regulatory legal acts (Article 94 of the Federal law “On Education”).

The research on the methods of ensuring the joint activity on the improvement of legal texts are not at a stop, and now several directions of their improvement can be singled out:

1. It is reasonable to assume that not all problems formulated on the basis of document articles and paragraphs can be solved by making the author’s version of the corresponding rule of law. Based on this, the problem can be divided into:

   - The problem of the wording of the rule of law which describes the problem;
   - The problem which can be solved by the change of the wording of another norm of the legal act;
   - The problem in law enforcement which can be solved by the change of the norms of the legal act;

2. The problem can refer not only to one norm of the legal act, but to several norms. This problem can occur as the norms of the legal act are in their semantic and logical relationships.

3. The work at the norms, determining the main concepts of law, has its certain specific features. It is often the norms which embrace the experts’ most active work.

   It is reasonable to organize the work at the definition norms so that the experts could not only work at the problems and wordings, but also add new concepts to the list of definitions. Within the frame of the work at definitions, it is possible to create tools by which the experts would be able to build linkages between the main concepts, describing the relations between the part and the whole, intersections of meanings, and creating references to the concepts, which other legal acts contain.

   Such relations within the frame of conceptual apparatus can be a great object for visualization that will turn the experts’ job simpler and more obvious.

   The presented methods together with the description of their meaningful units and bases can specify a certain approbation field in modeling modern technologies of citizens’ participation in the working out of managerial decisions both in the system of education and a social sphere in general.
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В статье рассматривается новая практика государственно-общественного управления в системе образования. Привлечение общества к принятию управленческих решений становится более эффективным, если использовать современные технологии краудсорсинга. Это позволяет не только скорректировать и сделать более выверенными готовящиеся управленческие решения, но и обеспечить необходимый уровень их общественного принятия. Вовлечение граждан в обсуждение строится по особой технологии, позволяющей оценивать и рейтинговать мнения участников обсуждения, периодически корректировать обсуждаемые материалы, находить новые идеи и совершенствовать иные нормативные документы. Из тысяч участников общественного обсуждения формируются группы экспертов, способных в дальнейшем принимать активное участие в разработке новых управленческих решений. Данная управленческая практика ещё нуждается в своём институциональном оформлении, учитывая, что пока деятельность органов управления в этом направлении носит лишь эпизодический характер. В статье представлена практика организации общественного обсуждения по поводу установления механизма написания школьниками литературных сочинений в 11-м классе.
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